
Our growing company is looking for a manager, talent acquisition. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, talent acquisition

Assesses and recommends talent metrics for performance management
Develop line of business recruitment strategies aligned to annual business
goals (diversity, digital, sales, ) or specific critical initiatives
Analyze team performance to identify trends (i.e survey results, results of
strategies)
Develops recruitment strategy
Assists various business units and establishes appropriate human capital
requirements and assists in all talent acquisition processes
Develops and executes the vision of the company’s employment brand
Provides subject matter expertise in all staffing policies and processes and
maintains knowledge on all equal employment opportunity regulations
Maintains knowledge on all industry trends to ensure compliance to all
recruitment guidelines and assists recruitment team to design all
performance standards
Develops and maintains efficient relationships with all hiring managers within
required time frame and assists to obtain all necessary approvals for
candidate recruitment
Identifies future talent needs and ensures proactive recruiting and sourcing

Qualifications for manager, talent acquisition

Example of Manager, Talent Acquisition Job
Description
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Building a best-in-class model for partnering with other regional stakeholders,
other key partners, including those in the Centers of Excellence, in
partnership with the rest of the MSUS Talent Acquisition Leadership Team
BA/BS degree in business, human resources or a related discipline or
equivalent experience
Deep understanding of talent acquisition and its relationship to talent
management, expert understanding of the technology industry competitive
landscape
Ability to meet standard measurements of success for Staffing, such as,
annual hiring plans and diversity goals, focus on higher value and impactful
deliverables
Ability to deliver results with little supervision in an often ambiguous
environment with a virtual team of recruiters, while simultaneously and
effectively managing multiple concurrent projects


